WARNING! This circuit shows the use of a specially modified fast-adjusting 3000 PSI relief valve available ONLY from TowMeUp.com. DONOT substitute a standard 0-3000 PSI relief valve for this component, or the winch will be dangerously unsafe!
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**WINCH OPERATING IN REWIND MODE**

Fluid is supplied under pressure from rewind pump to rotate drum and rewind the line.

- **Winch Drum** (attached to motor)
- **Drum Rotates Counter-Clockwise**
- **Fluid returns to tank from here**
- **Pressurized Fluid from rewind motor enters here**

**WINCH OPERATING IN PAYOUT MODE**

Drag from Pilot causes drum to rotate clockwise.

- **Winch Drum** (attached to motor)
- **Drum Rotates Clockwise**
- **Fluid is sucked up from tank and enters here**
- **Fluid is pumped out here (Motor is operating as a hydraulic pump)**

**Bi-Directional Motor**